Airway inflammation and the pathogenesis of asthma


Airway inflammation has been recognized for more than 100 years to be present in the airways of patients with severe asthma. Much more recently, airway inflammation has been identified to be central to the pathogenesis of all asthma. The inflammation is of a characteristic type, with the presence of activated eosinophils, mast cells and lymphocytes in bronchoalveolar lavage fluid and airway biopsies from patients with even mild asthma. Stimuli that are known to worsen asthma, such as inhaled allergens, also increase the numbers of mast cells and eosinophils in asthmatic airways. In addition, treatment with inhaled corticosteroids - the most effective treatment for asthma - improves symptoms and reduces the numbers of eosinophils, mast cells and lymphocytes in the airways. The precise functions of the cells in promoting inflammation and causing asthma symptoms has not yet been fully elucidated. However, it is very likely that eicosanoids, such as the cysteinyl leukotrienes, are produced by eosinophils and mast cells and are a major cause of bronchoconstriction in asthma. Also, these inflammatory cells can produce proinflammatory cytokines, such as granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor, interleukin (IL) 3 and IL-5, which may promote continuing inflammation in the airways. Lastly, the persisting inflammatory cell infiltrate and products released from these cells are very likely the cause of the airway structural changes characteristic of asthma, such as epithelial damage, goblet cell hyperplasia, smooth muscle thickening and deposition of collagen below the basement membrane. These changes have been suggested to be the cause of airway hyperresponsiveness in asthma. An improved understanding of the precise mechanisms by which airway inflammation is initiated, propagates and causes airway damage will hopefully allow more precise treatment strategies to be developed for asthma than currently exist.
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L'inflammation des voies aériennes et la pathogenèse de l'asthme

RÉSUMÉ : L'inflammation des voies aériennes est connue depuis plus de 100 ans chez les patients souffrant d'asthme grave. Beaucoup plus récemment, cette inflammation a été identifiée comme le pivot de la pathogenèse de l'asthme. L'inflammation se caractérise par la présence d'éosinophiles actifs, de mastocytes et de lymphocytes dans le liquide provenant du lavage broncho-alvéolaire et des biopsies bronchiques de patients même atteints d’asthme bénin. Les stimuli connus pour aggraver l’asthme, comme les allergènes inhalés, augmentent aussi le nombre de mastocytes et d’éosinophiles dans les voies aériennes des asthmatiques. De plus, le traitement par corticostéroïdes inhalés, le plus efficace pour l'asthme, améliore les symptômes et réduit le nombre d'éosinophiles, de mastocytes et de lymphocytes dans les voies aériennes. Les fonctions précises des cellules qui déclenchent l'inflammation et qui causent les symptômes de l'asthme restent à élucider. Toutefois, il est fort probable que les eicosanoides tels que les leucotriènes cystéïnylées sont produits par les éosinophiles et les mastocytes et qu'ils sont une cause majeure de bronchoconstriction dans l'asthme. De même, toutes ces cellules inflammatoires peuvent produire des cytokines pro-inflammatoires, telles que le facteur stimulant la production de lignées de granulocytes et de macrophages (GM-CSF), l'interleukine-3 et l'interleukine-5 qui pourraient favoriser une inflammation bronchique chronique. Enfin, il se peut que la persistance d'un infiltrat cellulaire inflammatoire et de débris libérés par ces cellules causent les modifications structurales des voies aériennes typiques de l'asthme comme l'atteinte épithéliale, l'hyperplasie des cellules ciliiformes, l'épaississement du muscle lisse et l'accumulation de collagène sous la membrane basale. Ces modifications semblent indiquer qu'elles provoquent l'hyperréactivité bronchique associée à l'asthme. Une meilleure compréhension des mécanismes précis responsables du déclenchement de l'inflammation chronique, de sa propagation et des lésions des voies aériennes permettra peut-être dans le futur de définir de nouvelles stratégies thérapeutiques contre l’asthme.
ASTHMATIC PATIENTS USUALLY PRESENT WITH CHARACTERISTIC SYMPTOMS, SUCH AS WHEEZING, COUGH, CHEST TIGHTNESS AND DYSPNEA, NONE OF WHICH ARE SPECIFIC FOR ASTHMA. A DIAGNOSIS OF ASTHMA IS USUALLY MADE BY DEMONSTRATION OF REVERSIBLE AIRWAY NARROWING AND/OR AIRWAY HYPERRESPONSIVENESS TO A VARIETY OF INHALED BRONCHOCONSTRICTOR STIMULI (FIGURE 1) AND BY THE RESPONSE TO APPROPRIATE TREATMENT. AIRWAY HYPERRESPONSIVENESS IS PRESENT IN VIRTUALLY ALL ASTHMATICS WITH CURRENT SYMPTOMS (1); HOWEVER, AIRWAY HYPERRESPONSIVENESS IS NOT SPECIFIC FOR ASTHMA AND CAN BE PRESENT IN PATIENTS WITH OTHER AIRWAY DISEASES (2).

In 1892, William Osler published the medical textbook *The Principles and Practice of Medicine*. In the chapter on asthma, Osler notes that “bronchial asthma ... in many cases is a special form of inflammation of the smaller bronchioles” (3). This reflected the then current descriptions of the pathology of the airways of patients dying of severe, fatal asthma. A more complete description of airway inflammation in patients dying of acute asthma was provided by Dunnill and colleagues (4) in the 1960s. Thus, while airway inflammation and its structural consequences had been recognized for more than 100 years, it was believed that inflammation was confined to the airways of asthmatic patients with very severe disease. More recently, the importance of airway inflammation in the pathogenesis of asthma, ranging in severity from mild to severe, or in transient asthma after exposure to an inflammatory stimulus, has been recognized. This review examines the evidence that airway inflammation is important in the pathogenesis of asthma, and considers the possible consequences of persisting airway inflammation on airway structure and function.

AIRWAY INFLAMMATION IN ASTHMA

Dorland's Medical Dictionary defines inflammation as the "condition into which tissues enter as a reaction to injury". A common manifestation of inflammation is the presence, at some time in the process, of activated inflammatory cells at the affected tissue site. The type of inflammatory cell varies with the type of inflammation. The most important inflammatory cell at sites of acute inflammation is the neutrophil. However, in other, more chronic inflammatory conditions, eosinophils, lymphocytes or mast cells appear to be more prominent. For the purposes of this article, airway inflammation is defined as the presence of activated inflammatory cells in the airways. While this definition is restrictive and excludes other important components of inflammatory events, such as edema and vasodilation, quantifying the numbers, and occasionally the state of activation, of inflammatory cells has been the most commonly used index of airway inflammation in studies of asthma.

Transient asthma and airway inflammation: The identification of stimuli that can cause transient asthma has proven to be important in studies of the pathogenesis of asthma. This is because the evidence that the presence of inflammatory cells is causally related to the development of airway hyperresponsiveness and transient asthma in human subjects initially depended on studies that examined numbers of cells and cellular differentials in bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALF) before and after inhalation of ozone (5), the occupational sensitizing agents toluene disocyanate (TDI) (6), and allergen (7), all of which are known to cause airway hyperresponsiveness and transient asthma or to exacerbate persistent asthma. These studies all demonstrated an acute inflammatory response in the airways associated with the development of variable airflow obstruction, airway hyperresponsiveness and asthma. In addition, the studies suggested that the stimulus which initiates the airway hyperresponsiveness determines the type of cellular response. For example, a substantial increase in neutrophils and a smaller increase in eosinophils were described in BALF in subjects with airway hyperresponsiveness following TDI (6). In contrast, airway challenge with plicatic acid, responsible for western red cedar asthma, caused increases in eosinophils, but not neutrophils in BALF (7). After allergen challenge, some studies describe increases in eosinophils (8), or eosinophils and neutrophils (9), or eosinophils, lymphocytes and basophils (10). Measurements in these studies were carried out at different time points and with different challenge techniques, which may explain, in part, the varied results. However, it appears likely that different inhaled stimuli, such as allergen and TDI, cause a different pattern of cellular influx into BALF.

A more recent focus has been the examination of the state of activation of the inflammatory cells after allergen inhalation (11). These studies identified that eosinophils are activated, as indicated by positive staining for the marker for eosinophil cationic protein (EG2), as early as 3 h and persisted for more than 24 h in BALF after allergen inhalation, and this change preceded the increase in total number of eosinophils after allergen inhalation.

More recently, a less invasive method than bronchoscopy has been developed, using sputum induced by the inhalation of hypertonic saline, to quantify and characterize inflammatory cells in asthmatic airways. Studies using this method...
demonstrated that eosinophils increase markedly in sputum samples of asthmatics undergoing a naturally occurring exacerbation of their asthma (12), as well as 24 h after allergen inhalation, and persist for three days (13).

**Persisting asthma and airway inflammation:** A number of studies provided information on cell populations in BALF in mild stable asthmatics with persistent airway hyperresponsiveness and asthma (14-16). A common finding in all of these studies, as well as in recent examinations of bronchial mucosal biopsies (17,18) is the presence of increased numbers of inflammatory cells, such as eosinophils, lymphocytes and mast cells, compared with normal control subjects with normal airway responsiveness. The eosinophils have shown signs of activation, as indicated by increased levels of granular proteins, major basic protein (15) and eosinophilic cationic protein (16). In the bronchial mucosa, the eosinophils have shown morphological features of activation, as indicated by heterogeneity of the granular structure (17) or as eosinophil granules lying free in the mucosal interstitium (17). Azawi and colleagues (19) and Poston et al (20) have also demonstrated increased numbers of EG2-positive cells, as well as significant increases in activated T lymphocytes (19). Mast cells in the airway mucosa have exhibited various stages of degranulation (17) suggesting that mediator release is an ongoing process in the airways of stable asthmatics with persistent airway hyperresponsiveness.

Some studies have correlated numbers of inflammatory cells in BALF with the severity of methacholine airway hyperresponsiveness in stable asthmatics. Kirby et al (14) demonstrated close correlations between degree of airway hyperresponsiveness in subjects with mild asthma and number of mast cells and eosinophils in lavage fluid. Kelly and coworkers (21) showed correlations between numbers of neutrophils and airway hyperresponsiveness. They also found that the activity of both neutrophils and alveolar macrophages, as indicated by luminol-enhanced chemoluminescence, was increased in asthmatics compared with normal controls, demonstrating that these cells were metabolically active.

These studies can be summarized as demonstrating the presence of activated inflammatory cells, eosinophils, neutrophils, lymphocytes and mast cells in the airways of asthmatics, even at a time when they are considered stable and asymptomatic. The numbers of cells increase following a stimulus that causes airway hyperresponsiveness, as well as in natural exacerbations of asthma. However, the precise role of these different cells in causing airway hyperresponsiveness has not yet been clarified.

**INFLAMMATORY MEDIATORS AND ASTHMA**

Identifying a role for an inflammatory mediator in the pathogenesis of asthma has relied on the collection of various types of evidence. Generally, when the structure of the mediator is identified and synthesized, the mediator is given (usually by inhalation) to asthmatics to identify whether it can mimic some component of the asthmatic response. Subsequently, when assays for its measurement are available, efforts are made to measure the mediator or its metabolite during asthmatic responses. When antagonists for the mediator or inhibitors of its synthesis are available, they are studied in clinical models of asthma. The final, and most difficult, hurdle is to determine whether the mediator antagonists or synthase inhibitors are useful in treating asthmatic patients. A variety of mediators has been suggested to be important in the pathogenesis of asthma. These have included histamine, acetylcholine, prostaglandins D₂, and F₂α, thromboxane, cysteinyl leukotrienes, platelet activating factor, and, most recently, cytokines and growth factors.

**Histamine and acetylcholine:** Histamine and acetylcholine have biological effects relevant to asthma; both are released in response to appropriate stimuli – acetylcholine from airway nerves and histamine from airway mast cells; both are potent bronchoconstrictors, and histamine has other effects such as vasodilation and increasing vascular permeability. In addition, H₁ receptor antagonists have been demonstrated to inhibit partially some asthmatic responses, such as exercise-induced bronchoconstriction (22). However, even very potent and long acting antihistamines are not effective bronchodilators, nor do they have a useful role in the management of asthma. Atropine and other anticholinergics, such as ipratropium bromide, are bronchodilators and have been used for many years to treat bronchoconstriction, and, more recently, to treat (together with inhaled β₂-agonists) acute severe asthma (23). This suggests that acetylcholine is released from airway nerves in asthmatics and causes bronchoconstriction. However, anticholinergics do not modify any other important component of asthma, which indicates that acetylcholine release is not involved in the underlying pathogenesis of asthma.

**Thromboxane:** Thromboxane A₂ is a potent constrictor of smooth muscle, and its analog, U46619, constricts human airways (24). A recent study examining the effects of a thromboxane synthetase inhibitor on airway responses after allergen challenge demonstrated slight, but significant, inhibition of the allergen-induced early asthmatic responses by 20 to 25%, but no inhibition of allergen-induced late asthmatic responses and allergen-induced histamine airway hyperresponsiveness 24 h post-allergen (25). This suggested that thromboxane may be released following allergen challenge and may be partly responsible for the early asthmatic response, but is not important in causing other allergen-induced responses. The thromboxane A₂ synthetase inhibitor, OKY 046, administered orally, has been shown to improve acetylcholine airway hyperresponsiveness in stable asthmatic subjects (26). However, these studies were uncontrolled and need to be repeated in a placebo controlled double-blind study before the results can be properly interpreted. There are no published studies on the clinical efficacy of thromboxane receptor antagonists or synthetase inhibitors in the management of asthma. However, the weak activity in protecting against allergen-induced asthmatic responses suggests that these compounds are unlikely to have a major clinical effect.

**Platelet activating factor:** Platelet activating factor (PAF) has a variety of actions, which includes the recruitment and
activation of inflammatory cells, particularly eosinophils and neutrophils (27). Inhaled PAF has also been described as causing bronchoconstriction and airway hyperresponsiveness in normal subjects in some (28), but not other (29), studies. PAF has also been demonstrated to be released into the plasma following allergen inhalation in mild asthmatic subjects (30). For these reasons, PAF has been suggested to be an important mediator in the development of allergen-induced late asthmatic responses and airway hyperresponsiveness, and was suggested to play an important role in the ongoing airway inflammation of asthma.

A variety of very potent and selective PAF receptor antagonists has become available for clinical study. Until recently, the 'gold standard' compound has been the thieno-triazolodiazepine, WEB 2086. This compound has been used to characterize the PAF receptor, and has been shown to prevent PAF-induced bronchoconstriction in human subjects (31). Recent studies have demonstrated that WEB 2086, or another very potent PAF antagonist, UK 74,505, was completely ineffective in inhibiting allergen-induced early or late asthmatic responses or allergen-induced airway hyperresponsiveness (32,33). Thus, PAF does not appear to be important in the pathogenesis of allergen responses in asthma. It is very unlikely that oral PAF antagonists will have clinical efficacy in asthma, although high concentrations delivered topically by inhalation may be more effective.

Cysteinyl leukotrienes: Cysteinyl leukotrienes (LT) C4 and D4 are the most potent bronchoconstrictors yet studied in human subjects, are up to 10,000 times more potent than methacholine in some normal subjects (34), and have a longer duration of action than inhaled histamine (35). Increases in urinary levels of LTE4, the metabolite of LTC4 and LTD4, have been demonstrated following allergen-induced early responses (36,37), in patients presenting to hospital with acute severe asthma (37) and following exercise-induced bronchoconstriction (38). Studies with potent and specific leukotriene antagonists have supported an important role for the leukotrienes in clinical models of asthma, such as exercise (39) (Figure 2), and allergen- (40) and acetylsalicylic acid-induced asthma (41). Leukotriene release is partly responsible for spontaneous bronchoconstriction in asthma (42). Recent studies have suggested that the cysteinyl leukotrienes can also cause the release of inhibitory prostaglandins in asthmatic airways, which probably is the cause of exercise refractoriness (reduced bronchoconstriction with repeated exercise challenges) in asthmatic subjects (43). Lastly, the initial studies of the leukotriene antagonists and synthesis inhibitors have demonstrated clinical efficacy in asthma (44).

These results taken together indicate that the cysteinyl leukotrienes are important in the pathogenesis of asthma.

Cytokines: More than 30 different protein mediators are classed as cytokines. Some of these have been implicated in the pathogenesis of asthma, mainly because of the ability of some of these proteins to promote inflammatory cell growth and differentiation, or inflammatory cell migration and activation, or they may cause changes in the structural cells of the airways. The study of the cytokines in asthma is not yet as developed as for the lipid mediators, mainly because of the lack of specific antagonists that can be studied in humans. However, the cytokines interleukin-3, interleukin-5, and granulocyte macrophage-colony stimulating factor (GM-CSF) may be important because of their ability to promote eosinophil differentiation, recruitment and activation into the airways, and prolong the survival of these cells once in the airways. All of these cytokines, as well as interleukin-4, which is necessary for immunoglobulin E production, are produced by one type of helper T cell, the TH2 cell, which is present in asthmatic airways (45). In addition, other airway cells may be responsible for the production of these cytokines. Increased amounts of GM-CSF are present in airway biopsies from mild asthmatics, and the levels increase after allergen challenge (46,47). It appears very likely that these, as well as other cytokines, are responsible for the presence of persisting activated eosinophils and mast cells in asthmatic airways; however, further studies with drugs that block the action of specific cytokines will be needed to establish precisely their role in asthma.

AIRWAY STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN ASTHMA

Several structural changes have been described in asthmatic airways, which appear to be characteristic of the disease and which may also be responsible for the presence of persisting airway hyperresponsiveness in asthma. These changes include: patchy desquamated epithelium; thickening of the reticular collagen layer below the basement membrane; and airway smooth muscle hypertrophy. Both epithelial damage and smooth muscle hypertrophy have been implicated in the pathogenesis of airway hyperresponsiveness in asthma.

Airway epithelial damage: Epithelial damage and desquamation are present in airways of patients with asthma.
(48). One hypothesis to explain epithelial damage and desquamation in asthmatic airways is that basic proteins released from activated eosinophils damage the epithelium. Levels of major basic protein have been shown to be increased in BALF from asthmatic patients (15). Major basic protein has also been identified in tissue sections by means of immunofluorescence from airways of patients dying from severe asthma (49). Even in sections where identifiable eosinophils could not be seen, evidence showed major basic protein to be present in epithelium and submucosa giving signs of tissue damage (49).

Several hypotheses have been proposed to explain how epithelial damage may result in airway hyperresponsiveness in asthma. These include increased permeability of the airway epithelium; loss of inhibitory mediators generated by the epithelial airway; and loss of neutral endopeptidase. Several studies compared the permeability of the respiratory epithelium in normal subjects, asthmatics and asymptomatic smokers. These studies demonstrated that the clearance of inhaled radiolabelled aerosols from the lung into the blood was much faster in asymptomatic smokers with normal airway responsiveness than in either normal subjects with normal airway responsiveness or in asthmatic subjects with airway hyperresponsiveness (50). These results make it very unlikely that increases in airway epithelial permeability are the cause of airway hyperresponsiveness in asthma.

The epithelium has been reported to release a factor that reduces the airway smooth muscle contractile responses to agonists such as histamine and acetylcholine (51). This mediator has been called epithelium-derived relaxing factor (EpDRF). The hypothesis that loss of an inhibitory EpDRF may be responsible for airway hyperresponsiveness in asthma has not been possible to test in human subjects. Studies in dogs demonstrated that the function of EpDRF in vitro, as determined by the ability to reduce the contractile responses of the trachealis to acetylcholine, histamine or serotonin, was unaltered in dogs with airway hyperresponsiveness in vivo compared with control dogs (52). It is unlikely, therefore, that loss of EpDRF is the cause of airway hyperresponsiveness, at least in this animal preparation.

Airway epithelial cells are known to release prostaglandin E2 (53), which has potent inhibitory effects in the airways, such as presynaptic modulation and inhibition of acetylcholine release from muscarinic nerves (54). In addition, prostaglandin E has been shown to reduce contractile responses to inhaled histamine, acetylcholine and methacholine (55), as well as bronchoconstrictor responses to exercise in asthmatics (56). The airway epithelium also contains enzymes – neutral endopeptidases – capable of metabolizing tachykinins such as substance P (57), which are bronchoconstrictor and proinflammatory mediators. Loss of these inhibitory mediators may have important results in asthmatic airways; however, this hypothesis has not yet been tested in asthmatic subjects.

Airway smooth muscle: Airway hyperresponsiveness in asthma is nonspecific. This means that asthmatic airways are more responsive to all bronchoconstrictor mediators acting on airway smooth muscle receptors. One explanation for the lack of specificity is that the underlying abnormality in asthmatic airways resides in the smooth muscle. The responses of airway smooth muscle from human subjects with airway hyperresponsiveness in vivo have been studied by a number of different investigators (58,59). No consistent increase in smooth muscle responsiveness in vitro has been associated with airways hyperresponsiveness in vivo. Very few studies have examined smooth muscle in vitro from subjects with airway hyperresponsiveness and asthma. A small number of studies of airway smooth muscle from asthmatic subjects suggest that the smooth muscle is hyperresponsive to agonists in vitro compared with airways from nonasthmatic subjects (60,61). Thus, an inherent defect may exist in asthmatic airway smooth muscle, which accounts for airway hyperresponsiveness.

Another possibility by which the increase in airway smooth muscle volume in asthmatics causes airway hyperresponsiveness is by causing thickening of asthmatic airways. James et al (62), using modelling studies, demonstrated that a small increase in the thickness of the airway wall, which is not possible to demonstrate by changes in spirometric indexes, could result in airway hyperresponsiveness in asthma.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Airway inflammation appears to be central to the pathogenesis of all of the clinical manifestations of asthma. Many studies have now demonstrated the presence of activated eosinophils and mast cells in the airway lumen and airway wall of patients with asthma, even those with mild disease. The presence and survival of these inflammatory cells may be promoted by increased proinflammatory cytokines, such as GM-CSF, in asthmatic airways. These cells have the capacity to release potent bronchoconstrictor mediators such as the cysteinyl leukotrienes, which are responsible, in part at least, for airway narrowing in asthma and for allergen, exercise and acetylsalicylic acid-induced asthma. Other cells, such as a subset of T lymphocytes (TH2), may also be important in maintaining the inflammatory cascade. Airway structural changes caused by persisting inflammation, such as airway epithelial damage, or altered smooth muscle function or volume, are likely to be important in the pathogenesis of stable long standing airway hyperresponsiveness. Mediators released from the inflammatory cells may be responsible for these changes. Despite the great increase in knowledge about airway inflammation in the pathogenesis of asthma, the sequence of events leading to the presence of persisting airway inflammatory cells, airway structural changes and airway hyperresponsiveness in asthma remains to be clarified.
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